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Not just a little prosperity either...and this has nothing to do with Wall

Street, unethical money managers, or marginal, scammy advisors who

take your money, and do not care about you! I show you how to

create real wealth by leveraging asset strategies that have been

hidden from the masses. I teach you how to grow your own assets so

you can command and grow your own financial and personal freedom

A B O U T  V I C K I E

SHOW HOST SPEAKER 
FB LIVE WEEKLY EXPERTISE

The Coffee Break Show with

Vickie Helm invites world class

experts to share their secrets

with her audience.

As an international speaker, She

possesses a unique perspective

as both a recognized business

and asset strategist and a

relationship expert.

H E R
M I S S I O N

Is to help people create thriveability in their life, by creating  a   life full

of meaning, prosperity and freedom. With her own Millionaire Matrix

Model she wants to help as many people as she can uncover their own

inner genius so they can enjoy more health, wealth and deeper

relationships while moving from short-term happiness to long-term

happiness. 

Over the last 20 years I've built 12 successful businesses

and have created millions. I'm a bestselling author of

over 27 books and am the founder and CEO of Smart

Group Firm and Co-CEO Of Metadigm Digital. My

business partners and I focus on teaching thrivability and

asset growth in order to empower others to never be

taken advantage of again by unethical financial people.

We teach our clients how to command their own

happiness, freedom, and wealth development long-term.

I Teach People How to Create
Meaning, Prosperity & Freedom



SIGNATURE KEYNOTE

THE SHE MYTH

Why are  we still In an era where women have been

stagnating despite holding more degrees and running

better companies than our male counterparts? Vickie

Helm has found a way to help women stop dimming

their abilities to make others comfortable. She helps

women move beyond the bounds of the past and into

leadership roles that are the future. Vickie helps you

find and celebrate your personal inner genius and best

successs traits, empowering more achievment.

ALTERNATIVE KEYNOTE

THE SECRET JOY OF YOU

Bill Gates said, "We always overestimate the change

that will occur in the next two years and underestimate

the change that will occur in the next ten. Don't let

yourself be lulled into inaction." Vickie Helm helps you

uncover what would be your next best moves to

survive and thrive in the next decade. She will help you

understand what is coming and what you need to look

for, so that you can create educated decisions about

your future. 

B O O K  V I C K I E
contact details

Book Vickie

www.vickiehelm.com/

speakerbooking

  Email

vickie@smartgroupfirm.com

Website 

www.vickiehelm.com

@SheEO.vickiehelm

@vickiehelm

@Vickie999

social media

https://www.linkedin.com/in/vickiehelm/
https://twitter.com/Vickie999
https://www.facebook.com/vickiehelminfo/

